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Abstract
Understandingwhat distinguishes quantummechanics from classicalmechanics is crucial for
quantum information processing applications. In this work, we consider two notions of non-
classicality for quantum systems, negativity of theWigner function and contextuality for Pauli
measurements.We prove that these twonotions are equivalent formulti-qudit systemswith odd local
dimension. For a single qudit, the equivalence breaks down.We show that there exist single qudit
states that admit a non-contextual hidden variablemodel description andwhoseWigner functions are
negative.
1. Introduction
Understandingwhat distinguishes quantummechanics from classicalmechanics and probabilisticmodels is a
central question of physics. Besides its foundamental aspects, this question is crucial for quantum information
processing applications since the features that set quantum and classicalmechanics appart are precisely the
properties that wemust exploit in order to obtain a quantum superiority for certain tasks [1–20]. In the present
work, we compare twonotions of non-classicality: contextuality [21–27] and negativity of theWigner function
[28–30].
TheWigner function shares several properties of probability distributionswith the difference that it can take
negative values. This phenomenon is generally considered as an indicator of non-classicality of quantum states
[31–36] (see also the discussion in [37]).
The ressemblance between contextuality and negativity was exploited by Spekkenswho generalized these
two notions in order to prove that they coincide [38]. However, this result remains difﬁcult to apply, since a large
number ofWigner functionsmust be probed to identify contextuality. Howard et al [18] showed that, if one
restricts to a particular class ofmeasurements, namely Paulimeasurements, one can select a particularWigner
functionwhich allows by itself to characterize contextuality in the traditional Kochen–Specker sense [22]. They
proved that contextuality for stabilizermeasurements and negativity of Gross’Wigner function [30] coincide for
quopits, i.e. odd prime dimensional qudits. Namely, they showed that a single quopit state ρhas a negative
Wigner function if and only if its tensor product with any other single-quopit state violates a two-quopit non-
contextuality inequality.
In thepresentwork,we establish the equivalence between contextuality for stabilizermeasurements and
negativity ofGross’Wigner function [30] for anymulti-qudit statewith odd local dimension. Such a neat
equivalence between these features introduced indifferentﬁelds is quite unexpected. Indeed,while contextuality is
grounded in the foundations of quantumphysics,Wigner functions originate fromquantumoptics. In addition,
our proof of this equivalence ismuchmore straightforward. Indeed,wedirectly compute the value of theWigner
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function in termsof the hidden variablemodel (HVM) andweobserve that if theHVMisnon-contextual then the
Wigner function is non-negative.Howard et al required a two-qudit experiment to demonstrate contextuality of a
single qudit state.We elucidate this by showing explicitly that in a single qudit experiment, the equivalence between
contextuality andnegativity does not hold.We show this by constructing quantumstates that admit a non-
contextualHVM (NCHVM)description although theirWigner functions takenegative values.
Our proof of this equivalence relies on the choice of a simple deﬁnition of contextuality based on value
assignments introduced in thework of Kochen and Specker [22], whereas thework ofHoward et al is based on
the graphical formalism ofCabello et al [39]. The relations between these different notions of non-classicality are
depicted inﬁgure 1. Following [22–24], we consider only contextuality of stabilizermeasurements andHVMs
are assumed to be deterministic. This last assumption is also present in the graphical formalismofCabello et al
[39] and in thework ofHoward et al [18]. Our argument does not apply to the generalized notion ofHVMs
considered for instance by Spekkens [38, 40].
Ourwork clariﬁes the relationship between discreteWigner function and stabilizer contextuality for odd-
dimensional qudits. It cannot be extended to systems of qubits due to the presence of state-independent
contextuality [23–25]. In addition, no qubitWigner function that satisﬁes all the properties of Gross’ qudit
Wigner function seems to exist [41–43].
This article is organized as follows. The necessary stabilizer formalism is recalled in section 2. Section 3
introduces a notion contextuality based on value assignment and a proof of the equivalence between this notion
and the negativity of Gross’ discreteWigner function, i.e. (ii)⇔ (iv). The purpose of section 4 is to prove the
equivalence between the two notions of contextuality (i) and (ii), completing the square inﬁgure 1.
2. Background on the stabilizer formalism
Inwhat follows, we consider theHilbert space = Ä( )d n, where d is an odd integer and n is a non-negative
integer.We consider an orthonormal basis ñ Î(∣ )a a d of d. The n-fold tensor products of these vectors provide
an orthonormal basis ñ Î(∣ )a a dn of theHilbert space indexed by dn. This section recalls standard tools of the
stabilizer formalism for qudits [44].
The space  = ´V dn dn that is called the phase space andwill be used to index generalized Pauli operators
acting on. Vectors inV are denoted ( )u u,Z X , where both uZ and uX live in dn. The space dn is equippedwith
the standard inner product = å =( ∣ ) a ba b in i i1 for all Îa b, dn, whereas the phase spaceV is equippedwith the
symplectic inner product deﬁned by
= -[ ] ( ∣ ) ( ∣ ) du v u v u v, mod ,Z X X Z
where = Î( ) Vu u u,Z X and = Î( ) Vv v v,Z X .
Paulimatrices can be generalized to obtainmatrices acting on d as follows. Letω be the dth root of unity,
w = pe d2i . The generalized PaulimatricesX andZ are deﬁned by
wñ = + ñ ñ = ñ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣X a a Z a a1 , a
Figure 1.Relation between different notions of non-classicality. The equivalenceHWVE [18] is only proven for product states when
n=2 and d is an odd prime number.
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for all Îa d, where the addition of basis labels is consideredmodulo d. Tensor products of thesematrices are
denoted = ÄZ Z Z...a aa n1 and = ÄX X X...a aa n1 where = ¼ Î( )a aa , , n dn1 . They satisfy
=Z Xa b w( ∣ )X Za b b a.
Generalized Pauli operators acting on thisHilbert space are of the form w Z Xa u uZ X where
= Î( ) Vu u u,Z X , and Îa d. Just as qubit Pauli operators, they form a group.Weﬁx the phase of Z Xu uZ X to
be w-( ∣ )u u 2Z X . Recall that, since d is an odd integer, = +( )d1 2 1 2 exists in d and the term ( ∣ )u u 2Z X is a
well deﬁned element of d. This deﬁnesHeisenberg–Weyl operators
w= - ( )( ∣ )T Z X 1u u u u u2Z X Z X
for all Î Vu . This choice is well suited to describemeasurement outcomes since w= +[ ]T T Tu v u v u v, 2 , in
particular two operatorsTu andTv can bemeasured simultaneously if and only if =[ ]u v, 0, which implies
= +T T Tu v u v. Their commutation relation depends on the symplectic inner product as follows
w= [ ]T T T Tu v u v v u, . These operators satisfy =( )T 1du which proves that their eigenvalues belong to the group
w= Î{ ∣ }U sd s d of dth roots of unity.
Measuring a family ofmmutually commuting operators = ¼{ }C T T, ,a a1 m returns the outcome= ¼ Î( )s ss , , m dm1 with probability rP( )Tr us , wherePus is the projector onto the common eigenspace of
the operatorsTai with respective eigenvalue wsi.When no confusion is possible, this projector is simply denotedPCs . Such a subsetC ofmutually commuting operators is called a context. The largest possible size of a context
is dn, whichmeans that m dn. The set of all the contexts is denoted  . For a single operatorTu, we
have  w= å PÎT s s su ud , by deﬁnition of these projectors.Moreover, Psu can be obtained from the operator
Tu as

å wP =
Î
- · ( )
d
T
1
2s
k
ks k
u u
d
Indeed, one can check that if yñ∣ is an eigenvector ofTu with eigenvalue wa, we have å Îd k
1
d
w yñ=- ∣Tks ku d yñ∣ .s a,
In order to generalize equation (2) to a family = ¼{ }C T T, ,a a1 m of operators, introduce the d-linear subspace= á ¼ ñM a a, ,a 1 m ofV generated by the vectors ai. Anymeasurement outcome Îs dm induces a d-linear
form ℓ M: ds a deﬁned by å = å= =ℓ ( )x x saim i im i is i1 1 where Îxi d for all = ¼i m1, , . Thismap ℓs
parametrizes the group generated by the operators w Ts ai i as follows w wá ñ = Î{ ∣ }ℓ ( )T T Mus a u u ai i s . The
projectorPas can bewritten
å wP =
Î
-
∣ ∣
· ( )ℓ ( )
M
T
1
3
M
a
s
a u
u
u
a
s
This expression can be deduced from equation (2) bywritingPas as the product P =  P=im sas a1 ii . The image of
the projector (3) is a stabilizer code [44].
3. Contextuality of value assignments and negativity
In this section, we prove that the notion of non-contextuality based on the existence of non-contextual value
assignments [22–25] is equivalent to the non-negativity of the discreteWigner function. A special case of this
equivalencewas proven byHoward et al [18] in odd prime dimension.We propose a simple proof of this result
which allows us to generalize this equivalence to any systemofmultiple qudits and to any odd local dimension.
Recall that contextuality refers to the fact thatmeasurement outcomes cannot be described in a deterministic
way [22]. One cannot associate aﬁxed outcome l ( )A with each observableA in such away that this value is
simply revealed aftermeasurement. The algebraic relations between compatible observablesmust be satisﬁed by
outcomes aswell, making the existence of such pre-existing outcomes impossible. For instance, given two
commuting operatorsA andB, the three observablesA,B andC=AB can bemeasured simultaneously and the
values l l( ) ( )A B, and l ( )C associatedwith these operatorsmust satisfy l l l=( ) ( ) ( )C A B . No value
assignment satisfying all these algebraic constraints exists in general.
TheWigner function of a state is a description of this state that was introduced in quantumoptics in order to
identify states with a classical behavior. Quantum states with a non-negativeWigner function are considered as
quasi-classical states. The non-negativity of theWigner function allows to describe the statistics of the outcomes
of a large class ofmeasurements in a classical way. The success of this representationmotivated its generalization
toﬁnite dimensionalHilbert spaces, called discreteWigner function. Different generalizations have been
considered andﬁnding aﬁnite-dimensionalWigner representation that behaves as nicely as its original inﬁnite-
dimensional version [28] of use in quantumoptics is a non-trivial question. The qubit case illustrates the
difﬁculty of this task [41, 42]. In this work, we restrict ourselves to systems of qudits with odd local dimension
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andwe consider Gross’ discreteWigner functionwhich enclosesmost of the features of its quantumoptics
counterpart [30].
3.1. Value assignments are characters in odd local dimension
In this deﬁnition, theHVMassociates a deterministic eigenvalue l În ( ) Ua d with each operatorTa .
Measurements only reveal these pre-existing values that are independent on other compatiblemeasurements
being performed. Formally, non-contextual value assignments are deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 1. Let ρ be a densitymatrix over. A set of NC value assignments for the state r is a triple lr( )S q, ,
where S is aﬁnite set, rq is a probability distribution over S and l is a collection ofmaps l n V U: d, for each
n Î S, such that
1. for all Î =[ ]Vu v u v, , , 0 implies l l l+ =n n n( ) ( ) ( )u v u v ,
2. for all Î Vu , r l n= ån n rÎ( ) ( ) ( )T quTr .Su
This deﬁnition corresponds to the notion of value assignment introduced byKochen and Specker [22]
restricted tomeasurements associatedwithHeisenberg–Weyl operators. The set S represents the hidden variable
states or ontic states.Without loss of generality, one can assume that the value assignment associatedwith
distinct states n Î S are distinct. Then, S is necessarily a ﬁnite set since there is only a ﬁnite number of distinct
maps ln fromV toUd. Amap ln which satisﬁes l l l+ =n n n( ) ( ) ( )u v u v for all u v, such that =[ ]u v, 0, is
called a value assignment. Recall that the value ln ( )u is associatedwith the operator Tu deﬁned in equation (1).
With this phase convention, a value assignment is deﬁned in such away that the value of the product
=+T T Tu v u v of two compatible operators is the products of their values. Aswewill see later,multiplicativity of
ln whenever =[ ]u v, 0 is the non-contextuality assumptionwhereas the condition
r l n= ån n rÎ( ) ( ) ( )T quTr Su ensures that this triple is sufﬁcient to recover the prediction of quantummechanics
for themeasurement ofTu.
A value assignment is amapln that satisﬁes the constraintl l l+ =n n n( ) ( ) ( )u v u v , for all pairs of vectors
such that =[ ]u v, 0. This enourages us to consider the charactersofV. Recall that a character ofV is deﬁned tobe
groupmorhism fromV to themultiplicative group * . In otherwords, it is amap *l V: that satisﬁes the
constraintl l l+ =( ) ( ) ( )u v u v for all Î Vu v, . There exist =∣ ∣V d n2 characters ofV and they are of the form
l w=( ) [ ]ua a u, for some Î Va . These d2n characters provides d2n value assignments.Conversely, any value
assignment *l n V: coincindeswith a character ofVover any isotropic subspace.However, nothing in
deﬁnition 1 guarantees that these assignments are actually characters ofV. The next lemmaproves this property. As
a consequence, the only consistent value assignments of theHVMare given by thed2n characters ofV.
Lemma1. For any odd integer >d 1and for any integer n 2, value assignments ln are characters ofV .
Proof.Tomake the proof easier to follow,we regardλ as amap fromV to d (through the group isomorphism
betweenUd and d) andwe use the additive notation l l+( ) ( )u v instead of l l( ) ( )u v in .We already know
that l l l+ = +( ) ( ) ( )u v u v whenever =[ ]u v, 0. In particular for all Î Vu and for all Îk d we
have l l=( ) ( )k ku u .
Consider the canonical basis of  ´dn dn that we denote ¼( )e e f f, , , ,...1 n 1 n . Clearly, =[ ]e f, 1i i and the
planes = á ñP e f,i i i are pairwise orthogonal with respect to the symplectic inner product for all = ¼i n1, , . The
orthogonality between these planes allows us towrite
ål l a b= +
=
( ) ( )u e f
i
n
i ii i
1
for all a b= å += ( )u e fin i ii i1 . It remains to prove that the restriction ofλ to any plane Pi is additive.
Wewill use a second plane = á ñP e f,j j j with ¹j i (which exists only when n 2). Denote a=u ei i and
b=v fi i and deﬁne b¢ =u ei j and a¢ =v fi j so that = ¢ ¢[ ] [ ]u v u v, , . To conclude it sufﬁces to prove that
l l l+ = +( ) ( ) ( )u v u v .Write
+ = + + ¢ + ¢ + + - ¢ - ¢(( ) ( ))·u v u v u v u v u v1
2
This decomposition is chosen in such away that + + ¢ + ¢( )u v u v and + - ¢ - ¢( )u v u v are orthogonal:
+ + ¢ + ¢ + - ¢ - ¢ = + + ¢ - ¢ + ¢ - ¢ =[( ) ( )] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] ·u v u v u v u v u v v u u v v u, , , , , 0
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Wewill also use the orthogonality relations  ¢  ¢ =[ ]u v v u, 0 and between the planes Pi andPj.We obtain
l l
l l
l l
l l l l
l l l l l l l l
l l
+ = + + ¢ + ¢ + + - ¢ - ¢
= + + ¢ + ¢ + + - ¢ - ¢
= + ¢ + + ¢ + - ¢ + - ¢
= + ¢ + + ¢ + - ¢ + - ¢
= + ¢ + + ¢ + - ¢ + - ¢
= +
⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
(( ) ( )) (( ) ( ))
( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ))
( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )))
( ) ( )·
u v u v u v u v u v
u v u v u v u v
u v v u u v v u
u v v u u v v u
u v v u u v v u
u v
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
This proves thatλ is a character. ,
3.2.DiscreteWigner functions
The purpose of this section is to recall that a set ofNC value assignments can be derived from a discreteWigner
function of a state whenever this function is non-negative [18].
Quantum states are generally represented by their densitymatrix ρ. TheWigner functionWρ of a state ρ is an
alternative description of the state ρ. This representation is sometimesmore convenient than the densitymatrix.
Wigner functions have been introduced in quantumoptics [28] and the negativity of theWigner function of a
state is regarded as an indicator of non-classicality of this quantum state. In the present work, we consider their
ﬁnite dimensional generalizationwhich is called discreteWigner function [7, 29].
We focus onGross’ discreteWigner function [30] rW V: deﬁned by r=r -( ) ( )W d Au Trn u where
w= å- Î [ ]A d Tn Vu v u v v, . The operators Au areHermitian. The family Î( )A Vu u is an orthonormal basis of the
space of ´( )d dn n -matrices equippedwith the inner product = -( ∣ ) ( )†A B d A BTrn . The values r ( )W u for
Î Vu are simply the coefﬁcients of the decomposition of thematrix ρ in this basis:
år = r
Î
( ) ( )W Au . 4
Vu
u
This proves that theWigner functionWρ fully describes the state ρ.
In order to describemeasurement outcomes, theWigner representation can be extended to POVM
elements ( )Es s. TheWigner function of a POVMelement Es is deﬁned to be =( ) ( )W E Au Tr .E s us This deﬁnition is
chosen in such away that the probability r( )ETr s of the outcome s is given in terms of theWigner functionsWρ
andWEs by
år = r
Î
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )E W Wu uTr . 5s
V
E
u
s
This expression is obtained by replacing ρ by its decomposition (4).
Consider for instance themeasurement of an operatorTa . It corresponds to the POVMelements P Î( )s sa d.
Calculating the value of theWigner function of the POVMelementPsa, we ﬁnd d=P ( ) [ ]W u ,sa u, ,sa and injecting
this in equation (5) yields r dP = å rÎ( ) ( )[ ] W uTr .s V sa u a u, , Using the decomposition ofTa as a sumof projectors,
this provides the expectation ofTa .
Lemma2. For all Heisenberg–Weyl operatorsTa given in equation (1), it holds that
år w= r
Î
( ) ( ) ·[ ]T W uTr
V
a
u
a u,
Comparing lemma 2with deﬁnition 1, we see that the triple lr Î( ( ) )V W, , Vu u is a set ofNC value assignments
for l w=( ) [ ]au a u, whenever theWigner function of the state ρ is non-negative. Note that all characters ofV can
bewritten as w ⋅[ ]u, for some Î Vu .
3.3. Equivalence betweenNCvalue assignments and non-negativity
The previous section shows that non-negativity ofWρ implies the existence of a set ofNC value assignments for
the state ρ.We nowprove the converse statement.
Proposition 1. Let n 2 and let r be a n-qudits state of odd local dimension >d 1. If ρ admits a set of NC value
assignments then rW 0.
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Proof.Given a set of NC value assignments, let us compute the value of theWigner function of ρ to prove that it
is non-negative.We have
å
å å
å å
r
w r
w l n
w l n
=
=
=
=
r
n
n r
n
n r
-
-
Î
-
Î Î
-
Î Î
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
W d A
d T
d q
d q
u
v
v
Tr
Tr
.
n
n
V
n
V S
n
S V
u
v
u v
v
v
u v
v
u v
2 ,
2 ,
2 ,
The fact that such a sum is positive or even real is not clear. However, lemma 1 shows that w ln (·)[ ·]u, , which is a
product of two characters, is also a character. Hence, any sum w lå nÎ ( )[ ] vVv u v, is either 0 or d2 n [45]. Sincenr ( )q 0, this proves that r ( )W u 0. ,
Actually theHVMderived from the discreteWigner function is essentially unique. The following corollary
shows that the distribution qρ of any set ofNC value assignments can be identiﬁedwith theWigner function
distributionWρ overV.
Corollary 1. Let n 2 and let r be a n-qudits state of odd local dimension >d 1. If lr( )S q, , is aNC set of value
assignments for ρ then there exists a bijectivemap s S V: such that
n s n=r r( ) ( ( ))q W
for all n Î S.
Proof. Let us reﬁne the argument of the proof of proposition 1. By lemma 1 and since value assignments
corresponding to distinct states of S are assumed to be different, there exists an injectivemap f S V: such
that l w=n f n[ ( ) ·], .Without loss of generality, we can assume thatf is sujective by adding extra elements to S
corresponding to themissing characters ofV. For these new elements n Î S, we simply set n =r ( )q 0 to preserve
the prediction of the triple lr( )S q, , .With this notation, the expression of r ( )W u obtained in the previous proof
becomes
å å åw n d n= =r
n
f n r
n
f n r-
Î Î
+
Î
+
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟( ) ( ) · ( )· ( )
[ ( ) ] ( )W d q qu 6n
S V Sv
u v
u
2 ,
,0
For all vectors u, there exists a unique state n Î S such that f n+ =( )u 0. Denote by nu this state. Then,
equation (6) becomes n=r r( ) ( )W qu .u To conclude the proof, note that themap nu u is invertible, by
bijectivity off. Its inverse is themapσ of the corollary. ,
3.4. The single qudit case
This section shows that the previous equivalence breaks down for single qudits.
Lemma 1 breaks down for n=1. For instance, for a prime dimension d, there exists +dd 1 value assignments
while there is only d2 characters. Let us prove this property. By straightforward calculationwe can check that two
non-unit Pauli operatorsTa andTb commute if and only if they are integer powers of one another. Therefore,
eachmaximal context consists of a picked operator and its powers. Each non-unit observable thus appears in a
singlemaximal context, and there are -d 1non-unit operators Tu in eachmaximal context. The total number
of non-unit Pauli operator is -d 12 . Therefore, there are +d 1 contexts. In each context, we can freely choose
the value of one non-unit Pauli observable, and the other values in the context then follow. There are thus d
choices per context, and the total number of value assignments is +dd 1.
Breakdownof proposition1 for n=1 and d=3.We consider the case of a single qutrit. Our strategy is to
show that there is a valid quantum state that admits a set ofNC value assignments, whoseWigner function is
negative. To this end, we loop through all 81 consistent value assignmentsλ, and construct the densitymatrix rl
andWigner functionWλ corresponding to each value assignmentλ. The densitymatrix rl is given by
år l=l
Î
( ) †u T
3u V
u
rl reproduces themeasurement statistics of the value assignmentλ, i.e. in themeasurement ofTa, the outcomel ( )a is certain. Further, rl isHermitian and has unit trace, but is in general not positive semideﬁnite.
Tomitigate the latter shortcoming, we add an admixture of the completelymixed state to rl, with increasing
probability p,
6
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r r= - +l l( )p pI1 3 .p,
Wecheckwhether the resulting state rl p, becomes positive semideﬁnite before the correspondingWigner
function = - +l l( )W p W 11p p, 9 becomes positive, where 1denotes the constantWigner function taking the
value 1.
Denote the smallest eigenvalue of rl by nl, and the height of the deepest valley ofWλbywλ. Because of the
special formof the admixture, the smallest eigenvalue nl p, of rl p, and theheight lw p, of thedeepest valley of lW p, are
n n= - +
= - +
l l
l l
( )
( )
p
w p w
1 ,
1 .
p
p
p
p
, 3
, 9
Therefore, there is a region of p for which rl p, is positive semideﬁnite while <lW 0p, if and only if
n<l l( ) ( )w min3 , 0 . 7
Checking all 81 value assignments, we ﬁnd that there are two cases.
Case I: value assignments that are characters ofV (occurs 9 times).
n= = -l lw 0, 1.
The condition equation (7) is not satisﬁed, as expected for linear value assignments.
Case II: value assignments that are not characters ofV (occurs 72 times).
n= - = -l lw 1
3
, 0.618.
The condition equation (7) is satisﬁed, andwe thus know that there are positive semideﬁnite densitymatrices
with negativeWigner functions. (The value of nl above isminus the golden ratio.)
It remains to show that the densitymatrices rl p, discussed inCase II have a representation in terms ofNC
value assignments. To this end, note that each rl has anNCvalue assignments representation, namely the
probability distribution peaked at the assignmentλ. The completelymixed state I 3 also has aNCvalue
assignments description, namely it is the equalmixture of all value assignments that are characters ofV. Hence,
the probabilisticmixture of these two densitymatrices also is represented by a set ofNC value assignments.
To summarize, we have shown that there arewell-deﬁned quantum states whoseWigner function is negative
butwhich have anNCHVMdescription. These states are counterexamples to an extension of proposition 1 to
n=1.Our argument is presented for a qutrit butwe believe that such single qudit states exist for all odd
dimensions.We leave the general case as an open question.More generally, it would be interesting to provide a
simple characterization of the single qudit states that admit a set ofNC value assignments.
In [18], the equivalence betweenWigner function negativity and contextuality is established for single qudit
states, and the question arises whether their result and the above argument are in contradiction. This is not the
case. The construction of [18] uses an auxiliary qudit that can be in any stateσ, for instance the completelymixed
state. The desired equivalence betweenWigner function negativity and contextuality is established for one qudit
states ρ by considering the tensor product state r sÄ on the contextuality side. Sinceσ ismerely a by-stander,
Howard et al count the setting as n=1. By our counting, since the involved observables act on two qudits, the
setting is n=2. There is thus no contradiction between the result of [18] and the above argument that
proposition 1 does not extend to n=1.
4.Operational deﬁnition of non-contextuality
Our proof of the equivalence between non-contextuality and non-negativity of theWigner function relies on the
choice of a simple deﬁnition of contextuality (deﬁnition 1). The purpose of this section is to prove that, although
simple, this deﬁnition is sufﬁcient to capture the same notion of contextuality as the one considered in previous
work [38, 40]. Namely, we prove that the notion ofNC value assignments is equivalent to the operational
deﬁnition of contextuality given below, inspired by thework of Spekkenswith the restriction to deterministic
models. All the results of this section are true for bothmulti-qudit systems and single qudit systems. They also
remain valid for even local dimension d.
4.1.Deterministic hidden variablemodel
The role of aHVM is to describe the outcome distribution of Paulimeasurements for a state ρ. Inwhat follows,
an ordered family of commuting operators = ¼{ }C T T, ,a a1 m is called a context. This guarantees that they can be
measured simultaneously.We denote by  the set of all the contexts, that is of all ordered tuples of commuting
Heisenberg–Weyl operatorsTu.
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TheHVMconsidered in deﬁnition 1 is designed to predict the expectation of single Pauli operators.We now
consider a frameworkwhich is a priorimore general. TheHVM is required to predict the outcome distribution
of themeasurement of any Pauli context ÎC .
Deﬁnition 2.AHVMfor a state r is deﬁned to be a triple r( )S q p, , such that S is a set, rq is a distribution over S
and = Î( )p pC C is a family of conditional probability distributions n( ∣ )p sC over the possible outcome s for any
context ÎC and for any state n Î S.We require that the prediction of theHVMmatches the quantum
mechanical value, i.e.
år n nP =
n
r
Î
( ) ( ∣ ) ( ) ( )p qsTr , 8C
S
C
s
for every context ÎC and for every outcome Îs dm.
The set S is the set of states of theHVM.Note that this set is not a priori the same as the set used in deﬁnition
1.We understand the probability nr ( )q as the probability that the system is in the state n Î S. As suggested by
the notation, the probability n( ∣ )p sC can be interpreted as the probability of an outcome swhenmeasuring the
operators of the contextC andwhen the system is in the state ν of theHVM. It is then natural to deﬁne the
prediction of theHVMas in equation (8).
In the present work, we considerHVM that are deterministic in the following sense.We can associate aﬁxed
measurement outcome swith each state ν of themodel. In otherwords, conditional probabilities n( ∣ )p sC are
delta functions.
Deﬁnition 3.AHVM r( )S q p, , is said to be deterministic if conditional distributions pC are all delta functions,
i.e. for all ÎC and for all outcome s, we have n d= an( ∣ ) ( )p sC C s, for somemap an that associates a value
a În ( ) ∣ ∣C dC with each context.
We often denote such aHVMby the triple a( )S q, , .WhenC containsm operators, both an ( )C and s arem-
tuples. If a = ¼n ( ) ( )C x x, , m1 , then dan ( )C s, is the product of the delta functions dx s,i i.
4.2.Operational deﬁnition of non-contextuality
Within our formalism restricted tomeasurement of Pauli operatorsTa , there exist different ways to realize a
measurement. The operational notion of contextuality refers to the fact that the conditional distribution of
outcomes in theHVMmay depend on theway themeasurement is implemented [40]. This section presents a
formal deﬁnition of this notion.
To illustrate what should be the right deﬁnition of an implementation, we start with some examples.We can
measure the operators of a context = ¼ Î{ }ℓC T T, ,a a1 and return the corresponding outcome= ¼( )ℓs ss , ,1 . This realizes themeasurement deﬁned by the family of orthogonal projectors P( )as s for Îs dm.
Different contextsCmay produce the same family of projectors, that is the samemeasurement. For instance, the
2-quditmeasurement deﬁned by the projectors = ñá Ä ñá∣ ∣ ∣ ∣P x x x x ,x x, 1 1 2 21 2 indexed by Î( )x x, d1 2 2, can be
implemented via the contexts = Ä Ä{ }C X I I X, or alternatively via ¢ = Ä Ä{ }C X I X X, .
We can alsomeasure of a family of operators but read only a subset of the outcomes or even of function of the
outcomes. Such a classical postprocessing extends the set of projectors that can be reached. For instance, for
Î Vu consider a pair of projectors P = P P = - P{ }I,u u0 0 1 0 . Thismeasurement is realized bymeasuringTu
and returning 0 if the outcome is 0 and returning 1 for all other outcomes Î ⧹{ }s 0d . To provide an example
with a less trivial postprocessing consider themeasurement P +( )su v with outcome Îs d, for Î Vu v, such
that =[ ]u v, 0.We can realize thismeasurement bymeasuring the pair = { }C T T,u v and by returning only the
sum = + Îs s s du v of the two outcomes.
These examplesmotivate our deﬁnition of an implementation of ameasurement. Consider ameasurement
deﬁned by a family of stabilizer projectors P Î( )s s O, that sumup to identity, indexed by the elements of a ﬁnite
setO.
Deﬁnition 4.An implementation of ameasurement P Î( ) Os s , is deﬁned to be a pair s( )C, C where
= ¼ Î{ }ℓC T T, ,a a1 and s ℓ O:C d is a surjective postprocessingmap such that

åP = P
s
Î
=( )
ℓ
s
t
t s
a
t
d
C
for all Î Os .
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Neither the choice of the contextCnor the correspondingmap sC is unique. The postprocessingmap is
assumed to be surjective only to ensure that all the projectors of the family P Î( ) Os s are reached.
Let nr( )S q, , be aHVMdescribingmeasurement outcomes for a state ρ. Consider an implementation
s( )C, C of ameasurement P Î( ) Os s . By deﬁnition of the projectors Ps, theHVMpredicts that the outcome s
occurs with probability

ås n n=
s
-
Î
=
( ( )∣ ) ( ∣ )
( )
∣ ∣
p ps tC C C
t
t s
1
d
C
C
when the system is in position ν. Quantummechanics predicts that the distribution of the outcome of a
measurement only depends on the projectors Ps and not on the implementation. Thatmeans that for any two
implementations s( )C, C and s¢ ¢( )C , C of ameasurement Ps, we have
å
å
r s n n
s n n
P =
=
n
r
n
r
Î
-
Î
¢ ¢
-
( ) ( ( )∣ ) ( )
( ( )∣ ) ( )
p q
p q
s
s
Tr
.
S
C C
S
C C
s 1
1
However, nothing in deﬁnition 2 requires that the probabilities s n-( ( )∣ )p sC C1 and s n¢ ¢-( ( )∣ )p sC C1 coincide for alln Î S. This assumption is a notion of non-contextuality. It leads to the following deﬁnition of aNCHVM.This
deﬁnition is based on thework of Spekkens [40]with the restriction to deterministicmodels and to systems of
qudits. Spekkens approach differs also in the fact that it does not refer to the internal structure of quantum
mechanics at all. The relationship between Spekkens’ formof contextuality andKochen–Specker contextuality
is examined here [46].
Deﬁnition 5.AHVM r( )S q p, , is said to be non-contextual if for all implementations s( )C, C of ameasurement
P Î( ) Os s , for all n Î S, the conditional probability s n-( ( )∣ )p sC C1 depends only on the projector Ps and not on the
implementation s( )C, C .
For instance, we saw that themeasurement P + Î( )s su v d can be implemented by = +{ }C Tu v with a trivial
map sC but also using ¢ = { }C T T,u v with the postprocessingmap s = +¢( )s s s s,C u v u v. For a non-contextual
model, the corresponding conditional probabilities n( ∣ )p sC and s n¢ ¢-( ( )∣ )p sC C1 coincide for all states ν of the
HVM. In this example, we have s = - Î¢- ( ) {( ) ∣ }s t s t t,C d1 .
4.3. Equivalence of the two deﬁnitions of non-contextuality
In this sectionwe prove that the existence of aNCHMVas given in deﬁnition 5 and the existence of a set ofNC
value assignments as in deﬁnition 1 are two equivalent notions of non-contextuality. This is the equivalence (i)
 (ii) inﬁgure 1.
The following proposition shows that the implication (ii) (i)holds.
Proposition 2. Let r be a n-qudit systemwith >d 1and n 1. If lr( )S q, , be a set of NC value assignments, then
r( )S q p, , deﬁnes a deterministic NCHVMwhere p is deﬁned by
ån w l= n
Î
-( ∣ )
∣ ∣
· ( ) ( )ℓ ( )p
M
s u
1
9C
Ma u
us
a
for all = ¼ Î{ }C T T, ,a a1 m .
The notations Ma and ℓs used in equation (9)were introduced in equation (3). Recall that, by deterministic,
wemean n Î( ∣ ) { }p s 0, 1C .
Proof. First, let us prove that theHVM r( )S q p, , deﬁned in this proposition produces the same predictions as
quantummechanics. By equation (3), the probability of an outcome = ¼( )s ss , , m1 whenmeasuring
¼{ }T T, ,a a1 m is given by
år w rP =
Î
-( )
∣ ∣
( )ℓ ( )
M
TTr
1
Tr .
M
a
s
a u
u
u
s
a
Replacing r( )TTr u by its value in terms of the value assignments, we obtain
å år w l nP =
n
n r
Î Î
-
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟( ) ∣ ∣ · ( ) ( )
ℓ ( )
M
quTr
1
.
S M
a
s
a u
u
a
s
This proves that theHVM r( )S q p, , deﬁned by equation (9) reproduces the quantummechanical predictions.
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It is deterministic since the sum w lå nÎ - · ( )ℓ ( ) uu M ua s , which is the sumof the values of a character, is either
0 or ∣ ∣Ma , implying that n Î( ∣ ) { }p s 0, 1C . ThisHVM is also non-contextual. Indeed, conditional probabilities
are deﬁned in such away that they do not depend on the particular choice of generators ai for the subspace Ma,
that is they do not depend on the context. ,
Wenowprove the converse statement. Together with the non-contextuality assumption, determinismof the
HVMyields extra compatibility contraints on the functions an . The following proposition proves that an is
completely determined by its value an ({ })Tu over single operator contexts { }Tu .We shorten the notation
an ({ })Tu by an ( )u .Moreover, we show that an is additive when =[ ]u v, 0. Then, wewill prove that we can
construct a set ofNC value assignments from themaps an .
Proposition 3. Let r be a n-qudit systemwith >d 1and n 1. If a( )S p, , is a deterministic NCHVM then,
• for all contexts = ¼ Î{ }C T T, ,a a1 m , we have
a a a¼ = ¼n n n({ }) ( ( ) ( ))T T a a, , , , ,a a 1 m1 m
• ifTu andTv commute, i.e. if =[ ]u v, 0, we have
a a a+ = +n n n( ) ( ) ( )·u v u v
Proof.Toprove theﬁrst item,we consider two implementations of themeasurement P Î( )s sa di for someÎ Vai . First, one can simplymeasure { }Tai and reveal the outcome si. A second implementation is obtained via
the context = ¼ Î{ }C T T, ,a a1 m and themap sC that sends ameasurement outcome = ¼( )t tt , , m1 onto its
ith component ti. In other words, wemeasure thesem operators but we only keep the outcome ofTai. By non-
contextuality, these two procedures yield the same conditional probabilities at the level of theHVM, that is
s n n=-( ( )∣ ) ( ∣ )p s p sC C T1 ai for all n Î S, for all Îs d. Replacing the ﬁrst termby its deﬁnition, we obtain

å n n=
¼ Î
=
( ∣ ) ( ∣ ) ( )
( )
p p st . 10
t t
t s
C T
, , m d
m
i
ai
1
Fix n Î S and denote a = ¼n ( ) ( )C x x, , m1 . Sharpness of themeasurements implies that n d=  =( ∣ )p tC jm x t1 ,j j
and n d= an( ∣ ) ( )p sT a s,ai i . Injecting these expressions in equation (10) produces the equality

å  d d= a
¼ Î
= =
n ( )
( )
( ) 11
t t
t s
j
m
x t sa
, , 1
, ,
m d
m
i
j j i
1
that is satisﬁed for all Îs d. The only possibility to have a non-trivial product at the left-hand side is to pick tj=
xj for all ¹j i, leading to
d d= an ( ) .x s sa, ,i i
This equality is satisﬁed for all Îs d, proving that a =n ( ) xa ii . This concludes the proof of the ﬁrst property.
The second item is proven using two implementations of themeasurement of P + Î( )s su v d. First, we consider
the direct implementation bymeasuring +Tu v. Then, we use the context = { }C T T,u v with the postprocessing
map s = +( )s s s s,C u v u v. Non-contextuality leads to

å n n- =
Î +
(( )∣ ) ( ∣ )p k s k p s, .
k
C T
d
u v
Using theﬁrst result, the delta function describing the conditional distribution forC is associatedwith
a a a=n n n({ }) ( ( ) ( ))T T u v, , .u v This implies

å d d d=a a a
Î
- +n n n·( ) ( ) ( ) .
k
k s k su v u v, , ,
d
The left-hand side is equal to da a-n n( ) ( )sv u, proving that a a a+ = +n n n( ) ( ) ( )u v u v . ,
As a corollary, we prove that themaps an ( )u u deﬁne a family ofNC value assignments. This complete
the proof of the equivalence between (ii) and (iii).
Corollary 2. Let r be a n-qudit systemwith >d 1and n 1. If ar( )S q, , is a deterministic NCHVM then the
triple lr( )S q, , where themap l n V U: d is deﬁned by l w=n an( ) ( )u u for all n , is a set of NC value assignments.
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Proof.Additivity of themaps ln was proven in proposition 3. It remains to prove that this value assignment
provides a good prediction for the expectation of operators Tu.Writing this operator as a linear combination of
projectors  w= å PÎT s s su ud , weﬁnd

år w r= P
Î
( ) ( )TTr Tr .
s
s s
u u
d
Using the prediction of theHVMand sharpness of themeasurements, we obtain

å å år w d n w n= =
n
a r
n
a r
Î Î Î
n
n
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )T q qTr
S s
s
s
S
u u
u
,
d
proving the corollary. ,
5. Concluding remarks
Through this workwe show that negativity of theWigner function and contextuality are exactly equivalent for
systems ofmultiple qudits with odd local dimension.We also show that there exist single qudits quantum states
that are described by aNCHVMwhile theirWigner functions take negative values. The description of all single
qudit states admitting a non-contextual description is left as an open question.
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